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On the relative risk concept and TB morbidity in Russia:
linking population genetics and epidemiological studies

S. G. RUDNEV�, R. P. SELITSKAYA†, and M. N. BOLDYREVA‡

Abstract — A scheme relating population genetics and TB epidemiologydata in Russia is proposed.
For this, a genetic susceptibility index is suggested basedon relative risk estimates and published
data on genetic polymorphisms of various ethnic groups. Theindex correlates well (r � 0�746�p �
0�05) with TB morbidity in genetically and geographically distant populations clearly indicating an
important role of the genetic component in determining TB epidemiology in Russia.

1. Introduction

Tuberculosis in Russia and other countries is a significant social problem. According
to the WHO data, nearly one third of the Earth’s population isinfected by tubercu-
losis mycobacteria and most of infected persons have a latent, inactive form of the
infection, which annually turns into the active phase for almost 9 millions people.
In 2007, the tuberculosis mortality was about 1.3 millions people and, moreover,
456 thousands death cases were registered among newly detected tuberculosis pa-
tients with HIV infection [6]. Russia is among 20 countries most suffering from the
burden of tuberculosis.

Debates on the causes of tuberculosis run back to the antiquity. Hippocrates
believed that the base is formed by heredity mechanisms. Aristotle and Galenus be-
lieved that tuberculosis is transmitted due to a contact with an infected person [23].
Later, with the beginning of industrialization and the growth of cities, tuberculosis
was considered to be a disease of low-income groups related to a low quality of life.
Nowadays, there is no doubt that the development of this disease is determined by
a combination of the properties of a human protection system, mycobacteria, and
environmental factors.

The principal DNA region determining the function of human immune system is
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the major histocompatibility complex, also called human leukocyte antigens (HLA).
HLA contains more than 4 thousands base pairs and is located in the short arm of the
6th chromosome. Two main areas are identified in the HLA region, namely HLA-I
and HLA-II [27].

At the population level, HLA genes possess a pronounced polymorphism pro-
viding antigenic individuality of organisms. HLA containsnearly 20 allele genes.
The allele diversity of the major histocompatibility complex is being refined. More
than 2700 different alleles of HLA genes have been identifiedby 2009, i.e., about
135 alleles per allele gene in average [9]. It is believed that the probability of the
HLA-identity for two arbitrarily chosen persons is not greater that 10�6 [10].

The products of the major histocompatibility complex having antigen speci-
ficity (i.e., HLA-antigens) form an HLA-phenotype. The early studies of the HLA
region were mainly based on examination of HLA-I polymorphisms using serologic
(i.e., cellular mediated) typing. The discovery of the polymerase chain reaction in
the middle of 1980-ies permitted one to proceed from characterization of the HLA
structure based on expressed gene products to direct analysis of the locus texture by
methods of DNA-typing.

Some associations of infectious and other diseases with thepresence of partic-
ular HLA-antigens were revealed [3], which are due to different participation of
HLA-antigens in the immune response. Those associations are not deterministic in
nature and have a statistical character. According to one ofhypotheses, the forma-
tion of the variety of HLA-phenotypes in the evolution process was a mechanism of
increasing the species survival under infection pressure [11].

The presence or absence of hereditary susceptibility to diseases can be esti-
mated from the level of the relative risk showing the ratio ofthe number of disease
cases with a given genotypic specificity, i.e, particular allele to the number of cases
without that specificity [26]. The relative risk of diseasesfor the carriers of some
alleles of HLA genes may be 1.7 – 90 times higher [15]. The frequency distributions
of alleles and the corresponding values of the relative risks may vary on the inter-
ethnic and intra-ethnic levels and also depending on the geographic localization of
the studied group [10].

Russia differs from other countries in nonuniformity of itsethnic structure and
a largely extended territory, taking space of 9000 kilometers from west to east and
5000 kms from north to south. At present, a gradual accumulation of data for HLA-
typing of various populations takes place in Russia. In future this can provide a
detailed description of ethnoterritorial peculiarities of the genetic polymorphism of
the HLA system in norm and disease.

The morbidity of pulmonary tuberculosis differs by 2–6 times in various re-
gions of Russia [19]. The general tendency to higher morbidity is observed from
west to east. At the same time, the morbidity of tuberculosisin the South Federal
District is greater in average than in the Central and North–West Districts. The re-
gional morbidity varies irregularly and may essentially differ for adjacent regions
and territories [19]. One may suppose that such distinctions are caused not only by
climatic, ecological, social factors, as well as differentdetection and control effi-
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Table 1.
Some HLA-II markers of susceptibility and resistance to tuberculosis.

Alleles and allele groups Sample size Country Reference
Susceptible Resistant Ill Healthy

DRB1*15 DRB1*11 74 90 China [25]
DRB1*1501 — 72 36 India [20]
DRB1*1501; DQB1*0601 DPB1*04 126 87 India [17]
DRB1*07; DQA1*0101 DQA1*0301; DQA1*0501 40 100 Iran [1]
DRB1*16 DRB1*13 31 58 Poland [5]
DRB1*13(6); DRB1*14(6) — 60 96 Tuva, Russia [16]
DRB1*04 DRB1*11 147 209 Syria [8]

ciency, but also by the influence of hereditary susceptibility. A question arises: to
what extent do hereditary factors determine the differences in morbidity and other
epidemic parameters of tuberculosis infection?

The aim of our study is the development of a method for estimation of the effect
of the HLA region genetic polymorphism on tuberculosis morbidity in Russia. The
genetic tuberculosis susceptibility index is proposed anda comparison of this index
with tuberculosis morbidity data is performed for some regions of Russia.

2. HLA and tuberculosis

Many studies are focused on HLA genes polymorphism under pulmonary tuber-
culosis. The most interesting is the region HLA-D encoding class II antigens in
particular, the gene HLA-DRB1. Probably, HLA-D antigens toa greater extent than
other ones determine the trend and intensity of the adaptiveimmunity in tubercu-
losis infection and participate in specific recognition of the immunodominant epi-
tope and its presentation to T-lymphocytes. In India and China (these countries are
the most affected by tuberculosis) the marker of susceptibility to tuberculosis was
the allele group DRB1*15 [17, 20, 25] and the protective oneswere allele groups
DPB1*04 [17] and DRB1*11 [25]. In Syria, Iran, and Poland, the markers of sus-
ceptibility were DRB1*04 [8], DRB1*07 [1], and DRB1*16 [5],respectively. In
the examination of representatives of the Tuvinian ethnicity (Russia), susceptibility
markers DRB1*13 and DRB1*14 [16] were determined. Interestingly, in the study
of the Polish authors, the allele group DRB1*13 was associated with the resistance
to tuberculosis [5]. These data are summed up in Table 1. As a whole, the allele
groups corresponding to serologic specificities DR2 and DR6are more often asso-
ciated with susceptibility to tuberculosis, and DR5 is associated with resistance.

In our recent paper [18], HLA DRB1-markers of hereditary susceptibility to
pulmonary tuberculosis are described using computer program IrGene 1.0 [22]
based on data for low-resolution DNA-typing. The examination of peripheral blood
samples obtained from 300 healthy blood donors from Moscow [4] and from 51
patients with pulmonary tuberculosis treated in the Phtisiopulmonology clinic of
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I. M. Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy hospital was performed in the Immuno-
genetics department of the Immunology Institute of the Federal Medical & Biology
Agency (FMBA), Russia. All donors and patients belong to theRussian ethnos. The
DNA was extracted by the standard salting-out procedure [13]. The HLA typing
of DNA samples was performed using multiprimer PCR [24]. Fortyping the gene
DRB1 of the major histocompatibility complex of class II, the collections of primers
HLA-DNA-Tech were used (SPF ‘DNA-Technology’, Russia).

It was found [18] that increased susceptibility to tuberculosis is significantly as-
sociated with four DRB1-genotypes (01/12, 04/15, 04/16, and 11/17). The analysis
of the 2�2 contingency table with those genotypes combined into a single group
revealed a strong connection between genotypes and TB susceptibility according to
the Cheddock scale (ka �0	82). The values of the relative risk are calculated for al-
lele groups corresponding to serologic specificities. The following allele groups are
associated with susceptibility: DRB1*01, DRB1*08, and DRB1*17 (the differences
are unreliable). There is a moderate (ka � 
0	35), but not reliable negative associ-
ation of susceptibility to DRB1 homozygosity. We conclude that the allele gene
DRB1 relating to an HLA locus of class II actively participates in the pathogenesis
of tuberculosis.

3. Genetic susceptibility index and TB morbidity

We construct the genetic index of susceptibility to tuberculosis based on data which
characterize the frequency of occurrence and the relative risk of tuberculosis devel-
opment for various genotypic specificities in the ethnoses populating the regions of
Russia and compare it with morbidity data.

Let Mi be the TB morbidity in theith region of Russia. The valueMi can be
represented as the weighted sum of partial morbidities (Mi

j ):

Mi �
si

∑
j�1

α i
jM

i
j (3.1)

where j is the ordinal number of the ethnos,α i
j is the frequency of occurrence of

the jth ethnos in theith region,si is the number of ethnoses populating the given
region.

The partial morbidity is determined as

Mi
j �

n

∑
k�1

ω i
jkMi

jk (3.2)

whereMi
jk is the morbidity for the regioni, the ethnosj, and the genotypic speci-

ficity k, n is the total number of the specificities (for example, the alleles, genotypes,
or haplotypes), andω i

jk are the corresponding frequencies of the genotypic speci-
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ficities, so for anyi and j we have the relation

n

∑
k�1

ω i
jk �1	 (3.3)

The valueMi
jk is proportional to theabsoluterisk value for the specificityk

of the corresponding contingency table for the samples of healthy people and TB
patients representing thejth ethnos in theith region:

Mi
jk �mi

jA
i
jk 	 (3.4)

The factormi
j does not depend onk and is inversely proportional to the value indicat-

ing the ratio of the quantities of the considered samples forTB patients and healthy
individuals in thejth ethnos in theith region and for TB patients and healthy people
in the given group.

Unfortunately, formula (3.4) cannot be used in practical calculations because
the parametersmi

j are unknown. As a correlate for the valueMi
jk, we consider the

ratio of therelative risk and the frequency of DRB1 gene alleles for representatives
of the Russian ethnicity residing in Moscow:

Si
jk �

R̃k

ω̃k
	 (3.5)

Moving in the reverse direction and substitutingSi
jk instead ofMi

jk in (3.2), and then
substituting the obtained expression into (3.1), we get

Si �
si

∑
j�1

α i
jS

i
j (3.6)

where, by the analogy withMi
j , it is convenient to call the indexSi

j the partial sus-
ceptibility index; and the parametersα i

j characterize the ethnic structure of theith
region. The valueSi is called the genetic index of susceptibility to tuberculosis.

Note that in the following, for convenience of comparison ofgenetic susceptibil-
ity indices constructed for various sets of genotypic specificities, it makes sense to
consider also the valueSi normalized with respect to the total number of specificities
n (do not confuse with the sample size!):

Ŝi �
Si

n
	 (3.7)

For example, in case of low-resolution DNA-typing for the gene DRB1 mentioned
above, the total number of specificities (allele groups) is 13 (the 14th allele group,
DRB1*18, is very rare and usually does not appear). For details of HLA genes allele
diversity, see [9].
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Figure 1. Scatter plot for tuberculosis morbidity in 2007 [19] and genetic susceptibility index for
various regions of Russia: 1, Moscow; 2, Buryatia; 3, Tuva; 4, Kalmykia; 5, Tatarstan; 6, Chuvashia;
7, Udmurtia; 8, Mari El.

Thus, in order to simplify further analysis and due to the lack of data, we sup-
pose that the variation of partial morbidity for different ethnicities is relatedonly to
the differences in the distributions of allele frequencies.

In our work we used data from the department of Human Immunogenetics of
the Immunology Institute (FMBA, Russia) on the distribution of the gene DRB1 al-
leles (the parametersω i

jk) among Russian residents of Moscow (n�300) as well as
among the representatives of title nationalities of seven ethnic republics of Russia:
Buryats (n � 87), Tuvinians (n � 164), Kalmyks (n � 136), Tatars (n � 87), Chu-
vashs (n�78), Udmurts (n�101), and Mari (n�202) [3]. According to the results
of multi-dimensional scaling based on the allelic frequencies of the gene DRB1,
these distributions form clusters sufficiently distant from each other and charac-
terize populations with different genetic bases, of the European, Asian, or mixed
origin [3]. The data on the demographic structure of Russia’s ethnic republics (the
parametersα i

j ) were taken from [21].
Figure 1 shows the scatter plot for tuberculosis morbidity in 2007 and the ge-

netic susceptibility index estimates for the considered regions of Russia. The value
of correlation coefficient (r � 0	746, p �0	05) indicates a significant contribution
of the genetic component into morbidity.

4. Conclusion

The results of our study indicate an essential role of hereditary susceptibility
as a factor determining differences in pulmonary tuberculosis morbidity in Russia.
The existing mathematical models of tuberculosis spread and control in
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Russia [2, 12, 14] combine the descriptions of the processeson the demographic
and epidemic levels and the parameters of efficiency of the tuberculosis treatment
system. These models are adapted for the description of the infection dynamics in
genetically homogeneous regions of the Central Federal District of Russia and does
not explicitly take into account the contribution of genetic inhomogeneity of the
populations to variations in morbidity and other epidemiological parameters.

A high level of correlation of the proposed genetic susceptibility index with
tuberculosis morbidity for genetically and geographically distant populations indi-
cates the possibility of the development of models of tuberculosis spread and control
in Russia at the national level taking into account the genetic diversity of the popu-
lation.

Further studies are necessary for implementation of the considered approach.
Analysis of statistical properties of the index described above, of basic assump-
tions and other factors influencing the estimate error is required. Estimation of the
corresponding confidence intervals is also necessary. In particular, it is important to
establish whether these estimates can be improved based on the relative risk data for
the corresponding ethnicities and regions and what is the role of inter-ethnic differ-
ences in the frequency distributions of genotypic specificities for different regions
of Russia.

The above approach can be used to study correlations betweenheredity and
epidemiology of any other disease of infectious or non-infectious etiology.
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